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ABSTRACT

Audio captioning is currently evaluated with metrics originating
from machine translation and image captioning, but their suitabil-
ity for audio has recently been questioned. This work proposes
content-based scoring of audio captions, an approach that consid-
ers the specific sound events content of the captions. Inspired from
text summarization, the proposed measure gives relevance scores
to the sound events present in the reference, and scores candidates
based on the relevance of the retrieved sounds. In this work we
use a simple, consensus-based definition of relevance, but different
weighing schemes can be easily incorporated to change the impor-
tance of terms accordingly. Our experiments use two datasets and
three different audio captioning systems and show that the proposed
measure behaves consistently with the data: captions that correctly
capture the most relevant sounds obtain a score of 1, while the ones
containing less relevant sounds score lower. While the proposed
content-based score is not concerned with the fluency or semantic
content of the captions, it can be incorporated into a compound met-
ric, similar to SPIDEr being a linear combination of a semantic and
a syntactic fluency score.

Index Terms— audio captioning, evaluation, content-based re-
trieval

1. INTRODUCTION

Automated captioning, the description of images, audio, or video
content using unrestrained natural language, is an active research
topic in all these fields. The first works in image captioning de-
fined it as a machine translation task, and evaluated it using met-
rics from machine translation such as BLEU [1], METEOR [2] and
ROUGE [3], which are primarily based on n-gram overlap between
the reference and candidate caption. Subsequently, it was observed
that these metrics do not correlate well with human opinion [4],
resulting in development of new metrics optimized for image cap-
tioning such as SPICE [5] and CIDEr [6]. SPICE measures per-
formance using a graph-based semantic representation that explic-
itly encodes the objects, attributes and relationships found in im-
age captions, while CIDEr measures how well a candidate sentence
matches the consensus of a set of image descriptions, using n-grams
weighted using Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-
IDF) weighting, combining n-grams of varying lengths (typically
up to 4-grams). Further optimization in image captioning resulted
in SPIDEr [7], a linear combination of SPICE and CIDEr.

Audio captioning was defined and evaluated the same way as
image captioning [8]. In the last few years, the DCASE Challenge
has accelerated development of audio captioning methods, seen
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clearly in the significant improvement of the evaluation results. Ap-
proaches are based on encoder-decoder systems, with the decoder
usually a recurrent network with sequence-to-sequence modeling.
Recently, the use of transformers has become very popular [9], with
pretrained models such as BERT [10] and BART [11] consistently
ranked as state of the art. The evaluation scheme has not changed,
and consists of the same set of metrics, from BLEU and ROUGE to
CIDEr, SPICE and SPIDEr.

The recent development of large language processing models,
notably BERT [10], brought a new approach to measuring similar-
ity of text, initiating research into metrics more suitable for mea-
suring audio captioning outputs. For example the work in [12]
proposed FENSE, a new metric which combines Sentence-BERT
for semantic similarity [13] with an error detector to penalize er-
roneously formed sentences. FENSE was shown to correlate with
human judgments, in experiments that evaluated the output of four
different captioning systems on the Clotho dataset [14], and showed
that FENSE ranked the best systems the same way as humans did.

We introduce a novel perspective to audio captioning, namely
summarization. Instead of cross-modal machine translation, we re-
gard audio captioning as cross-modal summarization. A detailed
description of a complex acoustic scene using natural language
would include information on all the different sounds present at the
scene. However, humans in fact do not care or pay attention to ev-
erything, and may consider some content irrelevant. We assume
that annotators required to describe audio content would include
the most relevant content, subject to their own judgement. In this
respect, the textual description can be viewed as a summary.

In this paper we propose a novel measurement for audio cap-
tioning, which considers the captions content in terms of sound
events. The different sounds mentioned in the captions are given
relevance scores based on the annotators’ consensus in producing
the reference captions. A candidate caption is then evaluated based
on the relevance of its content with respect to the reference infor-
mation, given that the optimal caption for an audio will contain the
topmost relevant sounds. In effect, this is a content-based scoring
scheme that rewards the captions which retrieve the most relevant
sounds in the captioned audio. The contributions of this work are
the following: (i) we formulate audio captioning as audio-to-text
summarization; (ii) we propose a method to estimate relevance of
sound events based on multiple reference captions; (iii) we propose
a relevance-based score for evaluation of audio captions content.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the pro-
posed sound relevance estimation scheme and the proposed metric
for evaluating candidate captions. Section 3 presents evaluation re-
sults using different captioning systems and datasets and introduces
ideas for possible further development. Finally, Section 4 presents
the conclusions.
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2. CONTENT-BASED EVALUATION OF CAPTIONS

This work is inspired by the Pyramid method for evaluating content
selection of textual summaries [15]. It was observed that among
textual summaries produced by humans, many seem equally good
without having identical content. This is valid for human-produced
audio captions too, in particular for complex scenes. The Pyramid
method starts by annotating “summarization content units” (SCU),
then uses these SCUs to produce an optimal summary. The Pyramid
score is defined as the ratio of a candidate summary to the ideal
summary having the same number of SCUs.

Considering the caption as a summary, we define our content
units as sound events. In consequence, we will evaluate a caption
based on the sound events that are mentioned in this caption. The
sound events are extracted from the captions using the AudioSet
ontology [16], on the grounds that while it may be an incomplete
list of possible sounds, the ontology provides a large set of the most
common sounds. The human-produced reference captions are pro-
cessed to extract the sound events from each caption, which are then
assigned a relevance as explained in the following.

2.1. Estimating relevance of sound events

In its simplest way, the relevance of a sound event to an audio clip
can be defined based on how many annotators have referred to it
in the caption they provided. Consider the example from Table 1:
given ten captions for one audio clip, four of them mention birds
singing, two mention car passing by, all ten mention children laugh-
ing, and nine mention children talking.

We define relevance of sound event i as its consensus-based
weight, calculated as:

reli =
Ni∑M

j=1(Nj)
(1)

where Ni is the number of times sound event i is mentioned in the
captions assigned to a clip, with M being the total number of sound
events mentioned in all captions. The effect of this definition is that
a relevance of 1 is distributed among all the mentioned sound event
classes M based on how frequently they appear in the captions:

M∑
i=1

reli = 1. (2)

For the example in Table 1, bird singing has a relevance of 0.16,
while children laughing has a relevance of 0.40.

One may argue that in certain cases the rare sound events may
be more relevant to a clip, instead of the most commonly mentioned
ones. Depending on the application and the desired output, the rele-
vance of individual sound events to a clip can be estimated based on
direct frequency as in the example above, or using TF-IDF weigh-
ing to give more weight to sounds that are very specific to a clip.
For simplicity, we only use the former approach in this work, and
leave other weighing schemes for future development.

2.2. Evaluation of candidate captions

The content-based score (CB-score) of a candidate caption C con-
taining K sound events is defined as the ratio between the relevance

Label Freq Relevance

Bird singing 4 0.16
Car passing by 2 0.08
Children laughing 10 0.40
Children talking 9 0.36

Table 1: Consensus-based relevance of sound events to a clip

of its content and the relevance of the optimal caption CK contain-
ing the same number K of sound events:

CB-score =

∑K
j=1 relj∑K
k=1 relk

(3)

where sound events j belong to the candidate caption C, and events
k belong to the optimal caption CK . The optimal caption CK is
defined as containing the most relevant K of the M sound events
mentioned in the reference captions. This means that for the ex-
ample in Table 1 the optimal caption containing only one sound
event would contain “children laughing”, while the optimal caption
containing two sound events would contain “children laughing” and
“children talking”. Table 2 gives examples of CB-score calculation
for different captions, using the relevance scores from Table 1.

3. EXPERIMENTS

For each audio clip, the reference captions are processed to extract
sound events and estimate their consensus-based relevance. Then,
the candidate caption is evaluated against the optimal caption as ex-
plained in the previous section. Experiments were performed using
three different systems and multiple datasets, in order to verify the
behavior of the metric. For comparison, SPIDEr scores (as used in
DCASE Challenge 2022) and FENSE scores were calculated.

3.1. Captioning datasets and systems

The datasets used for evaluating the behaviour of the proposed met-
ric are Clotho [14] which has five captions per clip, for audio clips
15 to 30 seconds long that were collected from Freesound [17] and
AudioCaps [18], consisting of 10-second long audio clips from Au-
dioSet [16], for which only the test split has five captions per clip,
the rest has only one caption.

We use three different systems to generate automatic captions.
The first system is the DCASE task6 subtask A baseline sys-
tem1, which is a sequence-to-sequence transformer based on BART
model2. The second system (ED-RNN) consists of an Encoder-
Decoder architecture with an attention layer in the decoder and bi-
directional RNN in the encoder. The third model (AACTrans) is
a sequence-to-sequence transformer similar to the baseline system,
but having smaller number of parameters and using greedy token
generation. All three models use VGGish [19] features as inputs.
For brevity, we do not present more details about the systems, since
they are irrelevant for the objective of this study. The systems are
separately trained and tested using Clotho and AudioCaps, respec-
tively, using the training/test splits provided with the datasets.

1https://github.com/felixgontier/dcase-2022-baseline
2https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model doc/bart
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Candidate captions:
C1. Children are talking outside.
C2. A dog is barking at a car passing by.
C3. A car is passing by a group of children that are playing and laughing.

Sound events Relevance Ideal caption content CB-score

C1 Children talking 0.36 Children laughing 0.36/0.40 =0.90
C2 Dog barking, Car passing by 0.08 Children laughing, Children talking 0.08/(0.40+0.36)=0.11
C3 Car passing by, Children laughing 0.08+0.40 Children laughing, Children talking 0.48/0.76=0.63

Table 2: Example of CB-scores for candidate captions, based on relevance scores from Table 1.

CLOTHO AudioCaps

System SPIDEr FENSE CB-score SPIDEr FENSE CB-score

Baseline 0.22 (0.21, 0.24) 0.46 (0.45, 0.47) 0.49 (0.46, 0.51) 0.34 (0.32, 0.37) 0.57 (0.56, 0.58) 0.63 (0.60, 0.65)
ED-RNN 0.15 (0.14, 0.16) 0.41 (0.40, 0.43) 0.40 (0.38, 0.43) 0.30 (0.28, 0.33) 0.54 (0.53, 0.55) 0.62 (0.59, 0.64)
AACTransformer 0.19 (0.18, 0.21) 0.40 (0.39, 0.41) 0.47 (0.45, 0.50) 0.35 (0.32, 0.37) 0.54 (0.53, 0.55) 0.65 (0.63, 0.68)

Reference caption 0.58 (0.55, 0.61) 0.58 (0.57, 0.59) 0.64 (0.62, 0.66) 0.56 (0.52, 0.59) 0.68 (0.68, 0.69) 0.76 (0.75, 0.78)

Table 3: Performance of different systems on Clotho and AudioCaps datasets.

3.2. Practical implementation details

The extraction of sound events from the textual captions is not pos-
sible using simple word matching, due to the unconstrained nature
of the annotation process. We therefore match individual terms
and their synonyms in a controlled manner, to extract what we call
sound event tokens as well as possible. The processing steps are
the following: First, AudioSet vocabulary and the reference cap-
tions are tokenized and lemmatized to obtain the root form for each
word. Then, for each token in the caption, its first order synonym
and first order hypernym are extracted from WordNet [20], based
on its POS (part of speech) obtained using spaCy [21] and nltk [22].
This allows identifying words that are related to sounds, when they
do not match the exact vocabulary of AudioSet. AudioSet vocab-
ulary is used as a two-level hierarchy to standardize the depth of
the vocabulary. If the child node in AudioSet does not match the
extracted sound event from the caption but its synonym does, the
extracted token is matched to the parent node. For example “people
talking” is processed to “group, people, citizenry, speak, talk, com-
municate”, where speak is a child of speech in AudioSet, therefore
talking is matched to speech.

We expect that this matching process will result in some amount
of errors, in some cases matching wrong terms. However, we con-
sider that the vocabulary used in the captions and in general for
describing sounds are a small subset of WordNet, and words are
mostly used with their most common meaning, which means that
wrongly matched synonyms should not affect the scores very much.
There are also cases where a correspondence to the AudioSet vocab-
ulary is not found, and therefore the process fails to identify sounds.

3.3. Numerical results and analysis

The evaluation results are presented in Table 3 for the three systems,
comparing SPIDEr, FENSE and CB-score. Confidence intervals for
the metrics were calculated using the jackknife resampling proce-
dure on the system output. To understand the dynamics of the metric
values and to have better insight on the expected upper bound for
each metric, we selected randomly one of the five reference cap-
tions and compared it to the other four using the three metrics. The

results of this evaluation are presented in the last row of Table 3.
Among the captioning systems, we observe that the baseline

has the best performance on Clotho, a result which is consistent for
all three metrics. On AudioCaps, the baseline and AACTransformer
have similar performance, with confidence intervals of the metrics
overlapping. In comparison, the evaluation of one reference caption
against the others produces similar SPIDEr score on both datasets,
while FENSE and CB-score are significantly higher on AudioCaps.
It may be noteworthy that the datasets are of different size, with 46k
and 29k captions available for training in AudioCaps and Clotho, re-
spectively. Since usually larger datasets lead to more robust models,
the size difference may explain the AudioCaps better scores.

To understand the meaning of these average values, the distribu-
tion of the scores calculated for the baseline system are illustrated
in Fig. 1. We observe that SPIDEr is very concentrated close to
0, while FENSE looks normally distributed between 0 and 1. CB-
score has many values at the extremes, with 0 corresponding to the
case when no sounds were matched between the evaluated caption
and the reference ones, and 1 for the case when the evaluated cap-
tion contained the most relevant sound(s). For Clotho 33% of the
captions produced for the test split have CB-score 0, while 27%
have a score of 1. On the other hand the FENSE score is more mod-
erate, with most captions scoring between 0.4–0.6, only 13 files
having a FENSE score of 0. SPIDEr scores are under 0.25 for 66%
of the captions. AudioCaps data obtains more balanced scores, with
only around 13% of the captions in the test split getting a CB-score
of 0, while the maximal score of 1 is obtained by around 30% of the
files, similar to Clotho.

For comparison, Fig. 2 shows the CB-score and FENSE dis-
tributions for evaluating one reference caption (selected randomly)
against the others. Interestingly, 17% of the Clotho test split gets
CB-score 0, which means that the captions produced by different
people do not contain the same sound events. This information is
not indicated by FENSE, which measures the general semantic sim-
ilarity of the sentences. For both Clotho and AudioCaps, a CB-score
of 1 is obtained by around 40% of the human-produced captions.

To analyze the content evaluated by the CB-score, we investi-
gate the number of sound tokens extracted from the caption. The
statistics are shown in Fig. 3; the prediction uses the output of the
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Figure 1: Distribution of SPIDEr, FENSE and CB-score on the test splits of Clotho and AudioCaps for the baseline system.

Figure 2: Distribution of FENSE and CB-score for evaluating one
reference caption against the others for each clip in the test set.

baseline system. For both Clotho and AudioCaps, our token extrac-
tion process results in a large number of terms per clip. On the other
hand, 45% of the captions produced for Clotho result in only one to-
ken, while 6% do not match any sounds. For AudioCaps, the same
system produces captions which are richer in sound tokens, and our
token extraction method results in 2 or 3 tokens for 54% of them.

3.4. Discussion and further development

Based on its formulation in Section 2, it can be noticed that this is
a precision-type of metric, reflecting how many of the sound events
that appear in a caption are as highly weighted as possible. This
scoring penalizes the presence of sounds if there are others more
highly weighted but not included in the caption. A recall-oriented
score can be formulated by defining the optimal caption as contain-
ing the average number of sound events in the reference annotations
(instead of the same number K as the candidate). It can also be ob-
served that the formulation in eq.3 is not sensitive to extra informa-
tion, which in effect means that inserted sounds are not penalized,
even if they were not present in the reference captions at all.

The idea of scoring the caption using consensus is not new:
CIDEr also uses consensus, but is based on n-grams, while our pro-
posal is based on sound events. We find the use of sound events
as units of information more relevant to the audio captioning than
the use of n-grams, even though this ignores the lexical structure.
Because the definition of the sound relevance is independent from

Figure 3: Statistics of the extracted tokens that refer to sound events
in the reference captions and in the automatically generated ones.

the CB-score itself, therefore the CB-score is flexible in allowing
sound relevance score formulations depending on the target appli-
cation. Additionally, given the relatively short sentences available
as captions, we hypothesize that a higher number of reference cap-
tions would provide more reliable relevance estimates.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced CB-score, a metric to evaluate how well the sound
events mentioned in automatically produced captions correspond to
the sounds mentioned in the reference captions. We also introduced
a simple method to estimate relevance of reference sounds based on
multiple captions, which can be extended depending on the target
application to give more importance to the most commonly men-
tioned sounds or to rare sounds that are highly specific to a clip.
The proposed metric lacks the ability to measure lexical or gram-
mar structure of the caption, therefore it is not a sufficient metric
for evaluating audio captions, but it successfully summarizes the
content of the acoustic description, which means that it can be used
as such for evaluating captioning tasks focused on the correctness
rather than syntactic richness of the produced sentences. Similar to
SPIDEr being a linear combination of a semantic and a syntactic
fluency score, the CB-score can further evolve into more complex
compound measurements, with additional components measuring
for example syntactic and semantic aspects of the produced caption.
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